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TraNsfoRM! Innovation Template Instructions 

These instructions cover the following topics: 

 Concept Readiness Level table 

 Budget and Work Plan template 

 Nomenclature for outcomes, milestones, activities 

 Risk Assessment and Mitigation Strategy template 

For questions relating to this form please email nrip@dnrme.qld.gov.au 

Concept Readiness Level table 
The below Table 1 provides examples of the development and activities that are expected to have 

been performed to achieve each Concept Readiness Level. This information will be inputted directly 

to the TraNsfoRM! Innovation application form. 

How to fill in the Concept Readiness Level table: 

1. Enter into the table the specific activities you have completed so far at each level to reach 

the nominated level you are currently at. Please do not copy and paste the wording from the 

table below but enter the particular activities. 

2. Enter the current activities you have performed from the current level. 

3. Leave the future Concept Readiness Levels blank. 

If you deem your project has completed each Concept Readiness Level, and is therefore in the 

Implementation stage (beyond Concept Readiness Level 9), you are still required to identify the 

activities you have completed throughout your concept development from Level 1-9.  

Please note:  

For projects that are in the Develop and Test stage, in the Work Plan you will be outlining the future 

activities you will perform during the project to progress through the subsequent levels. Therefore, 

we expect to see such activities as suggested below in the Concept Readiness Level table, referenced 

in the Work Plan to demonstrate completion of each concept readiness level.  

Table 1: Concept Readiness Level table 

CONCEPT READINESS LEVEL TABLE 

Concept 

Readiness Level  
Activities / Development undertaken to complete this level (examples) 

1  Gap/problem identification and hypothesis developed 

 Research into problem – contributing factors, causes and consequences  

 Knowledge acquisition of required codes, regulations and standards to comply with 

2  Research into existing tools, techniques  

 Research into patents and similar tools/activities to innovative concept, previous 

lessons learned 

 Research into materials and suitability 

 Consultation to test initial concept with end users, stakeholders and industry 
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Work Plan 
Please read the below instructions carefully before filling out the  TraNsfoRM! Innovation Work Plan, 

which you can download from the online application.  

The information inputted into this Work Plan will be used for a variety of reasons. Due to this, the 

following rules must be followed to ensure the format in which each project Work Plan is submitted 

is in a correct and usable form.  

 Do not merge cells together 

 Every cell must be filled (no blanks within the spreadsheet. If there is no information please 

put N/A in the cell. 

 New information must be put into a new cell  

(e.g. you cannot have two activities in one cell, make sure you separate each activity (or new 

information) into two cells) 

 The Nomenclature (naming convention) system is applied to Milestones and Activities 

Please keep these rules in mind when you fill out the Work Plan, noting that this document is meant 

for functionality rather than for it to be visually appealing. 

3  Baseline data collected 

 Development of concept 

 Established proof of concept 

 Start to build prototypes 

 Initial testing schedule developed 

4  Active research and development 

 Commenced testing of small components, data gathered for review 

 Site visits for scenario research – stage 2 testing preparation 

5  Stakeholder feedback on developed concept gathered and incorporated 

 Review and incorporation of findings from initial testing 

6  Further refinement to prototype 

 More realistic scenario testing – stage 2 

 Observation of operating characteristics and impacts by external factors  

 Prototype ready for pilot/end-user testing 

7  Trialled in relative environment 

 End-user testing undertaken, feedback gathered 

 Consideration of additional applications or locations for output 

 Prototype close to expected performance 

8  End-user feedback considered and incorporated where applicable 

 Longer testing period results gathered 

 Testing against variables undertaken 

9  Concept tested and verified by successful demonstration 

 Recognised to work smoothly – considered operational  

 Ready for implementation 
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The use of a Nomenclature system in the Work Plan: 
Throughout the Work Plan, you will be required to assign the following nomenclature system to 

certain cells.  

 

The nomenclature system that the Work Plan will follow is: 

 

This system will allow quick and efficient identification of information within the Work Plan and will 

associate the Milestone and Activities cells with the correct Outcome and CRL.  

How to correctly apply this nomenclature system to the Work Plan once finished is explained in the 

following instructions.  

How to fill in the Work Plan:  

Please use the additional information within Table 2 below as additional guidance for the following 

steps: 

1. Starting at column A choose the program priority from the drop down list. 

2. In column B write your project outcome. 

3. In column C choose the Concept Readiness Level which the first milestone will be addressing. 

4. In column D explain the first milestone. 

5. In column E outline the first activity for the completion of the milestone.  

6. Continue to add activities in a new cell  (row) in column E until you are satisfied that you have 

included all the activities needed to complete the milestone. 

7. Go back to Column A,B,C & D and ‘drag’ the descriptions for each down to match the 

activities for the milestone. This is to ensure that each activity has the correct corresponding 

information against it.   

8. Repeat steps 3-7 for each milestone needed to complete the outcome.  

9. If there is more than one outcome repeat steps 1-8 for each outcome.  

10. Once you have filled out columns A, B, C, D & E go to column M, N and O and fill out the 

Assumption’s (M) , Key Evaluation Questions (N) and Analysis/Evidence (O) columns for each 

activity/milestone where applicable. If there is no information to record, as per the rules 

above, please ensure you input N/A into blank cells. 

11. Once you have filled out cells M, N & O, go to the square box with the plus sign in it above 

column M and press it to show columns F to K.  

12. Looking at column E, for each activity copy that activity into the appropriate corresponding 

six month timeframe for when it should be completed. 

13. The Work Plan tab is now completed. 

Develop Stage Work Plan (CRL 1-9) 

 

Implement Stage Work Plan (beyond CRL 9) 
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14. Go to the Project Budget tab. You will see that the outcome(s) that were input into the Work 

Plan are now in the Project Budget tab as headings.  

15. Fill in the Project Budget and delete any unfilled budget sections – ensuring the totals are not 

affected. 

16. The project budget is now completed.  
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Table 2: Work Plan description 

 

 

A B C D E M N O 

Program priority Project Outcome 
Concept 
Readiness 
Level 

Milestone Activity 
Assumptions 

Key Evaluation 
Questions 

Analysis / 
Evidence 

Select the program 

priority from the 
drop down list. 
There can only be 
one program 

priority per 
outcome. In the 
event that more 

than one program 
priority applies, 
please pick the 
most applicable 

one.  

Detail  the 

fundamental 
Outcome(s) that 
your project wil l  
accomplish 

through the 
innovation grant 
funding. 

 
You can have one 
or more outcomes 
in this section, 

however the 
outcome as a 
whole should 
encompass 

multiple 
milestones.  

Select 

from the 
drop down 
list the 
Concept 

Readiness 
Level 
which the 

Milestone 
will  be 
addressing 

Using the prompts given 

in the Concept Readiness 
Level table, identify the 
milestones for the 
project ensuring that you 

address the prompts for 
each Concept Readiness 
Level that you will  be 

progressing through.  
 
You do not have to have 
a milestone for each 

prompt, however it is 
highly encouraged that 
you address ALL the 
prompts to ensure that 

you meet that Concept 
Readiness Level, which 
will  ensure your project 

is viable to go onto the 
next level. 

Outline the 

specific things 
or actions 
that need to 
occur in order 

to complete 
the 
milestone. 

 
This can be 
one or 
several 

things.   

As the Work Plan 

describes work which 
has not yet been 
done, this section is 
used to outline any 

assumptions which 
would need to be 
made for the 

activities or 
milestones to be 
achieved in 
sequential order.  

 
E.g. It is assumed that 
no codes or 
regulations will  be 

breached before 
researching into 
codes and 

regulations (this is an 
assumption as if 
codes or regulations 
are broken then the 

project would not be 
able to go ahead.) 

Critically analyse the 

Milestone and the 
associated 
Activity(ies) against 
the desired outcome, 

and produce any 
questions which will  
help you to identify 

any gaps in 
knowledge which will  
result in the outcome 
not being achieved.  

 
E.g. Does the activity 
and milestone 
confirm, impede or 

achieve what you 
want to accomplish in 
the outcome? 

What evidence 

will  there be that 
the activity/ 
Milestone has 
been 

completed? 
 
E.g. Data report 

from testing; 
photos of 
stakeholder 
workshop; 

confirmed 
hypothesis 
report; cost 
benefit analysis 

etc. 
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Assigning the nomenclature system to the completed Work Plan: 

1. Ensure you are happy with the Work Plan before commencing, once the nomenclature 

identification has been placed in cells, any changes means the identification of all the cells 

will also have to change. 

2. Go to column D and for each milestone for the first outcome assign a three digit 

nomenclature as per below.  

3. Go to column E and for each activity for each milestone assign a four digit nomenclature as 

per below 

Table 3: Nomenclature descriptions 

Column E – Activities has four identifiers  
Column D – Milestones has three identifiers   

A. 1. 1. 1 
For each outcome, 
assign a letter in 
alphabetic order  (e.g. 
first outcome = A, 
second outcome = B, 
third outcome = C and 
so forth) 
 

Each concept 
readiness level is 
represented by the 
number of the level 
(e.g. concept 
readiness level 4 = 4) 
If it is beyond concept 
readiness level 9, use 
an X in this section 

The milestones for 
each outcome are 
assigned starting at 1 
and continue to 
increase depending on 
how many milestones 
there are for the 
outcome(s) 

The activities for each 
milestone are 
assigned starting at 1 
and continue to 
increase depending on 
how many activities 
there are for the 
milestone(s) 

Example  
B.4.1.4 = second outcome, concept readiness level 4, first milestone, fourth activity. 
A.X.3.1 = First outcome, Beyond concept readiness level 9, third milestone, first activity  

 

Risk Assessment and Mitigation Strategy 

How to complete the Risk Assessment Mitigation Strategy: 

The TraNsfoRM! Innovation Risk Assessment Mitigation Strategy will be used to capture any current, 

emerging or accepted risks and issues which may effects an applicant’s proposed project. 

Before completing the TraNsfoRM! Innovation Risk Assessment Mitigation Strategy, please note the 

below rules: 

 DO NOT Delete or tamper with columns E,F,G,H or K,L,M,N 

 DO NOT Delete any cells which contain #N/A – these cells show as #N/A as they contain a 

formula which will only work/show once the corresponding cells have information input into 

them.  

By following the above rules you will not corrupt or break any links within the document and this 

template can be used as a ‘live’ working document for the lifespan of the project.  

How to complete the TraNsfoRM! Innovation Risk Assessment Mitigation Strategy: 

1. Download the Risk Assessment Strategy and Mitigation Strategy template from the 

application  

2. Starting at Column A and working to Column D, complete the information required for the 

Risk description, Risk Impact Area, Potential Consequences and Risk Controls. Additional 
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information regarding how to correctly fill in each of these columns can be found in the 

comments within the excel document for each.  

3. Within Column E & F, using the predetermined lists, assign a consequence and likelihood 

descriptor for each risk. You will see that as soon as you select a consequence and likelihood 

that the Risk Ratings will automatically populate in Columns G & H.  

4. If the risk is rated as a Low or Medium proceed to step 5. If the risk is rated as a High or 

Extreme continue to step 4. 

5. Go to column I and J and outline the additional steps which would be taken to mitigate the 

risk further. 

6. Within Column K & L, using the predetermined lists, assign a residual consequence and 

likelihood descriptor for each risk. You will see that as soon as you select a consequence and 

likelihood that the Residual Risk Ratings will automatically populate in Columns M & N.  

7. You have now successfully filled out the TraNsfoRM! Innovation Risk Assessment Mitigation 

Strategy for one project risk.  

8. Repeat steps 1 to 6 for each new risk for your project. 


